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Abstra t
To fa ilitate e e tive sear h on the World Wide Web, several `meta
sear h engines' have been developed whi h do not sear h the Web themselves, but use available sear h engines to nd the required information.
By means of wrappers, meta sear h engines retrieve relevant information from the HTML pages returned by sear h engines. In this paper we
present an approa h to reate su h wrappers automati ally by means
of an in remental grammar indu tion algorithm. The algorithm uses
an adaptation of the string edit distan e. Our method performs well; it
is qui k, it an be used for several types of result pages and it requires
a minimal amount of intera tion with the user.
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1

Introdu tion

As the amount of information available on the World Wide Web ontinues to
grow, onventional sear h engines, like AltaVista, Yahoo, Ly os and Infoseek, expose ertain limitations when assisting users in sear hing information.
To over ome these limitations, mediators and meta sear h engines (MSEs)
have been developed [2, 6, 7℄. Instead of sear hing the Web themselves,
MSEs exploit existing sear h engines to retrieve information. This relieves
the user from having to onta t those sear h engines manually. Furthermore, the user formulates queries using the query language of the MSE |
knowing the native query languages of the onne ted sear h engines is not
ne essary. The MSE ombines the results of the onne ted sear h engines
and presents them in a uniform way.
MSEs are onne ted to sear h engines by means of so- alled `wrappers.'
A wrapper is a program that takes are of the sour e-spe i aspe ts of an
MSE. For every sear h engine onne ted to the MSE, there is a wrapper
whi h translates a user's query into the native query language and format
of the sear h engine. The wrapper also takes are of extra ting the relevant information from the HTML result page of the sear h engine. In the
following, we will refer to the latter as `wrapper' and do not dis uss the
query translation (see [5℄ for a good overview). As input, wrappers take
an HTML result page of a sear h engine; su h pages ontain zero or more
`answer items', where an answer item is a group of oherent information
making up one answer to the query. A wrapper returns ea h answer item
as a tuple onsisting of attribute/value pairs. For example, from the result
page in Figure 1 three tuples an be extra ted, the rst of whi h is displayed
in Figure 2.
A wrapper dis ards irrelevant information su h as layout instru tions
and advertisements; it extra ts information relevant to the user query from
the textual ontent and attributes of ertain tags (e.g., the href attribute
of the <A> tag).
The manual programming of wrappers is a umbersome and tedious task
[4℄, and sin e the presentation of the sear h results of sear h engines hanges
often, it has to be done frequently. Hen e, there have been various attempts
to automate this task [3, 9, 10, 12, 13℄.
In this paper we des ribe our approa h, whi h is based on a simple
in remental grammar indu tion algorithm. As input, our algorithm requires
one result page of a sear h engine, from whi h the rst answer item is labeled:
the start and end of the answer need to be indi ated, as well as the attributes
to be extra ted. After this, the in remental learning of the item grammar
starts, and with the help of an adapted version of the edit distan e measure,
further answer items on the page are found. The adapted edit distan e
method also indi ates how to update the urrent extra tion grammar in
order to over newly found items. On e all the items have been found
2

Figure 1: Sample result page
and the grammar has been adapted a ordingly, some post-pro essing takes
pla e, and the algorithm returns a wrapper for the entire page. The key
features of our approa h are the small amount of user intera tion (labeling
only one answer item) and good performan e: for a lot of sear h engines it
generates working wrappers, and it does so very qui kly.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In the next se tion
show how to use grammar indu tion for the onstru tion of wrappers. After
that we des ribe our wrapper learning algorithm. Next we dis uss experimental results and we on lude with suggestions for improvement and a
omparison to alternative approa hes. Full details an be found in [14℄.

2

Using Grammar Indu tion

In this se tion we show how grammar indu tion is used for generating a
wrapper. To this end, we view the labeled HTML les as strings over the
alphabet  [ A, where every  2  denotes an HTML tag, and every
a (i = 1; 2; : : :) 2 A denotes an attribute to be extra ted. The symbol a0
in A represents the spe ial attribute void, that should not be extra ted; 
and A are disjoint. For example, the HTML fragment
i

h url = "http://www.wrapper.org",
title = "Number One Wrapper Generator",
des ription = "Wel ome to the wrapper generating
organisation",
relevan e = "1000" i

Figure 2: An item extra ted
3

<title>Wrapper Indu tion</title>

might orrespond to the string t a1 t, where t and t are symbols of  whi h
denote tags <title> and </title>. The text `Wrapper Indu tion' has to
be extra ted as the value of attribute a1 2 A.1
The problem that we want to solve an be phrased as follows: to onstru t a wrapper W that is able to extra t all relevant information from a
given labeled page and unseen pages from the same sour e. We solve the
problem of generating wrappers by de omposing it into two simpler subtasks. The rst task is to nd an expression that lo ates the beginning
(Start) and the end (End) of the list of answer items. The se ond is to
indu e a grammar Item that an extra t all the relevant information from
every single item on the page. The grammar des ribing the entire page will
then be of the form
Start (Item) End

The Start and End expressions an easily be found. Grammar indu tion
takes pla e when the grammar for the items is generated. Here, the item
grammar is learned from a number of samples from ( [ A)+ , orresponding
to the answer items on the page. Besides learning the grammar, our algorithm also nds the samples on the HTML page that it uses to learn the
grammar.
In Se tion 2.1 we dis uss the input to the grammar indu tion algorithm
and in Se tion 2.2 the form of the grammar we indu e.
2.1

Prepro essing the HTML page

What do we assume about the input for the grammar indu tion? All known
approa hes for automati ally generating wrappers require as input one or
more labeled HTML pages. This means that all or some of the attributes
to be extra ted from the page have to be indi ated by the user, or by some
labeling program. Many algorithms require all the attributes to be labeled:
for all answer items on the result page, the user has to tag every attribute
value with the appropriate attribute name [12, 13℄. Obviously, this labeling
is a boring and time- onsuming job, so we have restri ted the labeling for
our algorithm to a single answer item only.
Let us illustrate the labeling that we require by means of an example.
Figure 3 shows the labeled sour e for the HTML page in Figure 1. The
labeling onsists of the following:
 an indi ation of the begin and end of the rst answer item (^BEGIN^
and ^END^, respe tively),

1
This representation is somewhat simpli ed. The program an also extra t tag attributes, su h as the href attribute for the A tag, by splitting element ontents with
onventional string separators. Due to spa e limitations, we omit details.
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<HTML><HEAD><TITLE>Sear h results for query: wrapper</TITLE></HEAD>
<BODY bg olor = "white" text= "bla k">
<H3>Sear h results for query: wrapper</H3>
<dl>
^BEGIN^ <dt> ^URL^ <a href="http://www.wrapper.org/"> ^^
^TITLE^ Number One Wrapper Generator ^^ </a><br>
<dd><i>Des ription:</i> ^DESCR^ Wel ome to the wrapper
generating organisation. ^^ <br>
<font size="-3"><I> ^REL^ 1000 ^^ </I>;
http://www.wrapper.org/</font> ^END^
</dl>
<dl>
<dt><a href="http://www. andy. om/wrappers/">
Buy our andy bar wrapper olle tion </a><br>

...

<font size="-3"><I>312</I>;
http://www.freehomepages. om/~maestro/</font>
</dl>
</BODY></HTML>

Figure 3: Labeled HTML sour e of result page
the names of the attributes (e.g. ^URL^), and
 the end of the attributes (^^).
After the item has been labeled by the user, it is rst abstra ted by our
algorithm to turn it into a string over  [ A; this is done by a simple
tokenizer that distinguishes between di erent HTML tags and labeled and
void attributes.


2.2

The Item Grammar

The item grammar mentioned before has to be learned from merely positive
examples; this annot be done eÆ iently for regular expressions with the
full expressive power of Finite State Automata (FSAs) [15℄. In the following we des ribe the restri ted form of the grammar that we aim to learn.
First, we des ribe it as a simple form of FSA whi h we all sFSA, where
transitions labeled with an a from A (ex ept a0 ) also produ e output: the
attribute name and the token onsumed. After that we show how those
sFSAs orrespond with a simple form of regular expression.
The most simple form of FSA is what we all a linear FSA, and is de ned
below.
i
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<B>

n1

n2

name

</B>

n3

n4

Figure 4: A linear FSA
De nition 2.1 (Linear FSA) A sequen e of nodes n1 : : : n , where every
m

node n (1  i < m) is onne ted to n +1 by one edge e +1 labeled with
elements from  [ A, is a linear FSA if it is the ase that whenever e +1 is
labeled with an element a from A, then e 1 and e +1 +2 are labeled with
an element from .
The fa t that the attribute a in De nition 2.1 is surrounded by HTML tags
(from ) allows us to extra t the attribute. Figure 4 shows a linear FSA
that an only extra t the attributes from one type of item: an item that has
an attribute name between <B> and </B> tags.2 Therefore, it is not very
useful. The sFSAs that we will employ to learn the stru ture of the items,
are a bit more omplex.
i

i

i;i

i;i

i

;i

i

;i

De nition 2.2 (simple FSA) A linear FSA that also has -transitions

(transitions labeled with ;) from node n to node n (i < j ) is alled a
simple FSA (sFSA) if
 whenever there is an -transition s there is no -transition s with
i  k  j , or i  l  j , and
 whenever there is an -transition s , and e +1 is labeled with an
element from A, e 1 is labeled with an element from .
The rst ondition demands that -transitions do not overlap or subsume
ea h other. The se ond ondition states that when an -transition ends
at a node with an outgoing edge with a label from A (i.e., the abstra ted
ontent), it has to start at a node with an in oming edge with a label from 
(i.e., an abstra ted HTML tag). The latter guarantees that an attribute is
always surrounded by HTML tags, no matter what path is followed through
the automaton.
Figure 5 shows an sFSA that an extra t names and addresses from
items, where some items do not ontain the address between <I> and </I>,
and there may be an image (<IMG>) after the name that is en losed by <B>
and </B> tags. The -transitions of the sFSA make it more expressive than
a linear FSA, but sFSAs are less expressive than FSAs, sin e sFSAs, for
example, do not ontain y li patterns.

si;j

i

j

i;j

i;j

i

2

k;l

j;j

;i

The symbols from , like <B> and </B> in Figure 4, represent tokens for abstra ted
would represent any font tag: <font size = 10>, <FONT fa e

tags. For example, <font>
= "helveti a">, et .
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;

;
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name

n3

</B>
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<IMG>
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n6
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</I>

n8

Figure 5: An sFSA
So where do grammars ome in? Another way to represent the language
de ned by an sFSA is by means of a simple kind of regular expression with
xed and optional parts. Using bra kets to indi ate optional parts, the sFSA
of Figure 5 an be represented as
<B>name</B>[<IMG>℄[<I>address</I>℄
By in luding or dis arding optional parts, this expression fun tions as a
grammar de ning the same sequen es of abstra ted tags and ontent as
the sFSA. We will refer to this representation as item grammar or simply
grammar.
Although item grammars are very simple, they are general enough to
extra t the attributes from the answer items, be ause the HTML pages for
whi h the grammar has to be learned, are reated dynami ally and thus have
regular stru ture. Furthermore, after the grammar has been learned, it is
pro essed into a more general form ontaining repetitions (see Se tion 5).

3

Indu ing the Item Grammar

Our grammar indu tion algorithm is in remental; item grammar G , based
on the rst n items, is adapted on en ountering item n + 1, resulting in
grammar G +1 . The update of the grammar is based on an algorithm to
al ulate string edit distan e [1℄. The simple form of the grammar makes
this possible. The edit distan e between two strings is de ned as follows:
n

n

De nition 3.1 (Edit distan e) The edit distan e D (s1 ; s2 ) between two

strings of symbols s1 and s2 is the minimal number of insertions or deletions
of symbols, needed to transform s1 into s2 .
For example, D (ab d ; abide ) = 3, be ause in order to transform ab d into
abide at least three insertion or deletion operations have to be performed:
delete the in ab d , and insert an i and an e . Here and in the examples
below the hara ters are symbols from  [ A. The algorithm that we use
to al ulate the edit distan e also returns a so- alled alignment, indi ating
the di eren es between the strings. For ab d and abide the alignment is the
following:
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a

{

b

d

{

a b { i d e
The dashes indi ate the insertion and deletion operations. We will not
dis uss this algorithm in more detail; the interested reader is referred to [1,
14℄.
We have adapted the edit distan e algorithm in su h a way that it is able
to al ulate the distan e between an item grammar and an item. An item
is already denoted by a string of symbols. Thus the adaptation was only
needed to ope with the item grammar, whi h an be viewed as a string of
symbols with optional parts.
The adaptation amounts to rst simplifying the item grammar by removing all bra kets, while remembering their position. Now the edit distan e
between the item and the simpli ed grammar an be al ulated as usual:
both are strings of symbols. Using the alignment and the remembered position of the bra kets, the new grammar is al ulated.3
The algorithm dete ts and pro esses di erent ases in the alignment
between G and the n + 1-th item. Sin e the full algorithm des ription is
extensive and spa e is limited, we des ribe below how the algorithm works
by some examples; a more elaborate des ription an be found in [14℄.
item grammar a b { d
string
a b
d
new item gr. a b [ ℄ d
As the item grammar did not ontain a , whereas the string to be overed
did, the resulting item grammar has an optional in it, so that it overs
both abd and ab d . Now suppose the string ab has to be overed by the
new item grammar.
item grammar a b [ ℄ d
string
a b
{
new item gr. a b [ ℄ [d℄
The reason for making the d optional is that the new string shows that
it does not o ur in every string. The new item grammar now overs the
strings ab , ab , abd and ab d . This shows that it is a bigger generalization
than simply `remembering' all the examples.
The alignment and the resulting item grammar below require some explanation.
item grammar a b { d
string
a
{
d
new item gr. a [b℄ [ ℄ [b℄ d
The new item grammar a [b ℄[ ℄[b ℄d is a large generalization; besides abd and
a d it overs ad , ab d , a bd and ab bd as well, i.e., ve other strings besides
the original item grammar and the example. The reason we de ided to have
n

3
A tually, we also adapted the edit distan e algorithm to deal with labeled attributes
in the grammar, that orrespond with unlabeled ontent in the item. We omit details
here.
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1. Dnewlo al := 998, Dlo al := 999, Dbest := 1000
2. ib , ie := 0
3. lo al-best-item := ;, best-item := ;
WHILE Dlo al < Dbest and not at end of page
4. Dbest := Dlo al
5. best-item := lo al-best-item
6. ib := next o urren e begin tag(s)
WHILE Dnewlo al < Dlo al
7. Dlo al := Dnewlo al
8. lo al-best-item := (ib ; ie )
9. ie := next o urren e end tag(s)
10. Dnewlo al := D(item grammar; (ib; ie ))
11. IF Dbest > Threshold THEN best-item := ;
12. return best-item and Dbest

Figure 6: The Lo al Optimum Method
a large generalization is that based on the examples we an on lude at least
that the b and are optional. Moreover, they may also o ur at the same
time and in any order. That is what we apture with this generalization.

4

Finding Answer Items

In the previous se tion, we have dis ussed the learning of the grammar based
on the answer items on the HTML page. However, as only the rst answer
item on the page has been indi ated by its labeling, the other answer items
have to be found. For this, we use the distan e as al ulated by the adapted
edit distan e algorithm.
We have implemented three di erent strategies for nding the answer
items on the page, but as spa e is limited we will only des ribe the best
and most general one: the Lo al Optimum Method (LOM). The other two
are simpler and qui ker methods, but even with the LOM a wrapper for a
standard HTML page is qui kly generated; see Se tion 6.
Our methods for nding items are based on an important assumption: all
items on the page have the same begin and end tag(s). As a onsequen e we
an view the task of nding items on a page as nding substrings on the page
below the labeled item that start and end with the same delimiters as the
rst labeled item. The user an de ide for how many tags this assumption
holds by setting the parameter SeparatorLength. If more begin or end tags
are used, it will be easier to nd the items on the page; there is less han e
of nding for example a sequen e of two tags than only one tag. However,
setting the parameter too high will result in too simple a grammar without
any variation.
The LOM tries to nd items on the page that are lo al, i.e., below and
9

lose to the item that was found last, and optimal in the sense that their
distan e to the item grammar is low. Figure 6 shows the algorithm. In
the rst three steps, a number of variables are initialized. Let us look at
the outermost while loop now. On e the previous item has been found, or
the rst labeled item, the LOM looks for the next o urren e of the begin
delimiter. After that it looks for the rst o urren e of the end delimiter.
Material between those delimiters is a potential item; this is he ked by
al ulating its edit distan e to the item grammar. Below the last found end
delimiter, the LOM looks at the next o urren e of the end delimiter. With
the same begin delimiter as before, this is a new potential item to onsider, so
the distan e between the item grammar and this potential item is measured.
If this distan e is lower than the previous distan e, another o urren e of
the end delimiter is onsidered. If not, the previous potential item is stored
as the lo al-best-item, and the o urren e of the begin delimiter after the
begin delimiter onsidered previously will be treated as the potential start
of another item. In other words, potential items a bit lower on the page
are onsidered now. The pro ess of onsidering new end delimiters starts
again, resulting in a new lo al-best-item. Now the two lo al-best-items are
ompared. If the se ond one was better than the rst one, LOM will seek the
next o urren e of the begin delimiter. If not, the previous lo al-best-item
is returned as the lo al-optimal item.
In step 11 of the algorithm, a Threshold is mentioned. If the distan e
of the best andidate item ex eeds Threshold, the algorithm will return ;
instead of this item; this prevents the grammar to be adjusted to over the
item, and the pro ess of nding the item stops. Threshold is the produ t
of two values: HighDistan e and Variation. HighDistan e is the maximum
distan e of an item that was in orporated previously. Its initial value is
set by the user, and it is in remented whenever an item is in orporated
whose distan e is higher than HighDistan e. Variation is a value that is not
adapted during the pro ess of nding the items.
Example 4.1 Consider Figure 7. Suppose that the item grammar does not

have any optional parts yet, and is of the form ab defgh . Values for HighDistan e, Variation and Threshold are 2, 1:6, and 3:2, respe tively. Now LOM
omes up with an item aefgh . The distan e between the item grammar
and the string is 3, whi h is smaller than Threshold, and hen e the string
will be in orporated. The new item grammar is a [b d ℄efgh , and HighDistan e now equals 3. Suppose the next string LOM omes up with is aefh .
In fa t this string is almost overed by the item grammar, ex ept for the
missing g . Therefore, it probably really is an item, although the distan e
al ulated is quite high: 4. If HighDistan e had not been in reased in the
previous update of the item grammar, this potential item would not have
been in orporated, simply be ause the distan e al ulating algorithm does
not take into a ount that b d is an optional part of the item grammar. So
10
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Figure 7: Example of the use of HighDistan e and Variation
1. AP := abstra t(LP )
2. G := initialize(AP )
REPEAT
3. I := find-next-item(AP , G)
4. IF I 6= ; THEN G := in orporate-item(G, I )
UNTIL I = ;
5. GP := expression-whole-page(G, AP )
6. W := translate-to-wrapper(GP )
7. return W







is the labeled HTML page
AP is the abstra ted page
G is the item grammar
I is an item
GP is a grammar for the entire page
W is the same grammar, translated into a working wrapper
LP

Figure 8: The wrapper generating algorithm
an in rease in HighDistan e ompensates for the simpli ity of the distan e
measure.

5

The Entire Wrapper Generating Algorithm

We have dis ussed the two most important omponents of our wrapper generator: learning the grammar, and nding the items. In Figure 8 the entire
wrapper generating algorithm is des ribed; below we dis uss some omponents.
The rst step, abstra t, abstra ts LP , the page labeled by the user,
into a sequen e of symbols AP 2 ( [ A)+ ; see Se tion 2.1. The se ond
step initializes the grammar G to the rst, labeled item. In the third step,
find-next-item is the algorithm for nding the items, as des ribed in Se tion 4; in the fourth step in orporate-item adjusts the grammar in the
way we des ribed in Se tion 3. In the fth step, the grammar G is used
11

to make a grammar for the whole page. The user might have labeled the
rst item smaller than it a tually is. By the assumption that all the items
on the page have the same begin and end tags, the found items (and the
resulting grammar) will also be too small. Therefore, the item grammar will
be extended if possible. If there is a ommon suÆx of the HTML between
the items overed and the HTML before the rst item, this suÆx is appended to the beginning of the item grammar. If there is a ommon pre x
of the HTML between the items, and the HTML below the last found item,
it is appended to the end of the item grammar. Besides this, expressions
for Start and End, as dis ussed in Se tion 2.2, are also generated in this
fth step. This is easy: the expression for Start is the smallest fragment of
AP just before the labeled item that does not o ur before in AP . End is
re ognized impli itly, by the fa t that no items an be re ognized anymore.
For skipping the useless HTML in the item list, another grammar is
onstru ted | the Trash grammar. As useless fragments in a page do not
ontain attributes to be extra ted, the trash grammar will onsist of symbols
in  [ fa0 g. The indi es of the items that were found were stored, so this
pro ess is a straightforward repetition of in orporate-item. When the
trash grammar has been onstru ted, it is appended to the end of the item
grammar.
On e the item and trash grammars have been generated, our algorithm
will dete t repetitions, and it will generalize the grammars a ordingly. For
example, when we have a grammar like ab d [b d ℄[b d ℄ef , it is generalized to
a (b d )+ ef . For reasons of eÆ ien y, the generalization is postponed until
after the item and trash grammars have been onstru ted. Observe that
our spe i form of generalization (i.e., dete ting repetitions) is appropriate
here, be ause parts an re-o ur arbitrarily often on sear h result pages; for
instan e, the output of a bibliographi al sear h engine may be a list author
names, often en losed between <a href = "..."> and </a> tags.
After all these pro essing steps, we have an abstra t wrapper of the form:
Start (Item Trash)+
That is: an expression for the beginning of the item list followed by one or
more repetitions of a sequen e of the item grammar and the trash grammar.
The last step of the algorithm in Figure 8 is the onversion of the abstra t
grammar into a working wrapper. In our implementation we translate the
abstra t grammar into a JavaCC parser [11℄, as the meta sear her Knowledge
Brokers, developed at Xerox Resear h Centre Europe, is programmed in
Java.

6

Experimental Results

We have tested our wrapper generating algorithm on 22 di erent sear h engines. This is a random sele tion of sour es to whi h Knowledge Brokers
12

Su

essfully generated wrappers

sour e

URL

ACM
Elsevier S ien e
NCSTRL
IBM Patent Sear h
IEEE
COS U.S. Patents
Springer S ien e Online
British Library Online
LeMonde Diplomatique
IMF
Calliope
UseNix Asso iation
Mi rosoft
BusinessWeek
Sun
AltaVista

www.a m.org/sear h
www.elsevier.nl/homepage/sear h.htt
www.n strl.org
www.patents.ibm. om/boolquery.html
omputer.org/sear h.htm
patents. os. om
www.springer-ny. om/sear h.html
www.bl.uk
www.monde-diplomatique.fr/md/index.html
www.imf.org/external/sear h/sear h.html
sSs.imag.fr
www.usenix.org/Ex ite/AT-usenixquery.html
www.mi rosoft. om/sear h
bwar hive.businessweek. om
www.sun. om
www.altavista. om

size
(kB)

NI

time
(se )

12
11
9
19
26
17
36
5
6
10
22
16
26
13
20
19

10
11
8
50
20
25
100
10
4
50
71
20
10
20
10
10

8:0
2:6
32:5
5:3
3:7
5:4
32:1
2:6
2:5
5:3
4:1
4:3
4:5
3:9
3:7
4:1

Sour es for whi h the algorithm failed to generate a wrapper
sour e

URL

Ex ite
CS Bibliography
(Univ. Trier)
Library of Congress
FtpSear h
CS Bibliography
(Univ. Karlsruhe)
IICM

www.ex ite. om
www.informatik.uni-trier.de/~ley/db/index.html
l web.lo .gov
shin.belnet.be:8000/ftpsear h
liinwww.ira.uka.de/bibliography/index.html
www.ii m.edu

 Only a essible to members of the Calliope library group.

Table 1: Experimental results
had already been onne ted manually. It was quite su essful, as it reated
working wrappers for 16 of the 22 sour es. For 2 other sour es the generated
in orre t wrappers ould easily be orre ted. The working wrappers were
reated with only one answer item labeled. This means that good generalizations are being made when indu ing the grammar for the items; labeling
only one item of one page is suÆ ient to reate wrappers for many other
items and pages. Table 1 summarizes our experimental results; the fourth
olumn, labeled NI, ontains the total number of items on the page.
We will now dis uss our experimental results in more detail.
6.1

Speed of the Wrapper Generator

Observe that the times displayed in Table 1 were measured on a modest omputer (PC AMD 200MMX/32 RAM). Still, the time to generate a wrapper
is very short; it took at most 32:5 se onds for a large le with a large number of items. The average time needed was 7:8 se onds. Together with the
small amount of labeling that has to be done, this makes our approa h to
generating wrappers a very rapid one.
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In reasing the parameter SeparatorLength (see Se tion 4) makes our algorithm faster, as fewer fragments of HTML are taken into a ount. For
example, for NCSTRL, the time to generate a wrapper is shown with a
SeparatorLength of 1 (32:5 se onds), as 1 is the default SeparatorLength.
However, with a SeparatorLength of 2, it takes 22:5 se onds, with 3 it takes
21:4 se onds, and with 4 only 17:1 se onds.
6.2

Robustness of the Wrappers

An important aspe t of the generated wrappers is their robustness, that
is, the extent to whi h the result pages of the sear h servi es may hange
without the wrapper breaking down. The wrappers we generate are not
very robust. Not mu h is allowed to hange in the list with sear h results,
be ause the wrapper for that list is generated so as to losely resemble the
original HTML ode. The top of the page an hange as long as it does not
ontain an initial segment of the item list. Finally, the HTML ode at the
bottom of the page an hange freely, as this part will never be parsed. But
even if the wrappers are not very robust, it is easy to reate a new wrapper
whenever the sear h engine's result pages hange. Our algorithm is fast and
does not need mu h intera tion, whi h makes it unproblemati to generate
a new wrapper.
6.3

In orre t Wrappers

We will now dis uss why our algorithm does not work for the six sour es
mentioned in Table 1.
The wrapper generated for Ex ite did not work be ause the ode to
extra t the URL from <a href = "..."> tags was not general enough and
did not re ognize the unquoted URL in the Ex ite answer page. We have
orre ted the wrapper manually, and after this it worked properly. A similar
orre tion produ ed a working wrapper for IICM.
For the Library of Congress, there were more serious reasons for our failure to generate a working wrapper. As should be lear from the exposition
of the algorithm, our wrapper generator distinguishes between HTML tags,
represented as symbols from  and text, represented as symbols from A. On
the Library of Congress result pages, however, the attributes were only separable by textual separators and not by HTML tags, making it impossible
to reate a wrapper for it with our algorithm.
For the Computer S ien e Bibliography (University of Trier) and FtpSear h the algorithm did not reate a working wrapper be ause the right
items were not found due to too mu h variation in the items, ausing the
distan e between the item expression and the item found to be too high.
Starting the algorithm with a higher value of HighDistan e or Variation did
not improve this situation, be ause in that ase fragments of HTML that did
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not orrespond to an item were in orre tly in orporated in the grammar.
The problem with the Computer S ien e Bibliography (University of
Karlsruhe) on erned the dete tion of repetitions in the item expression.
Complex repetitions on the page make the wrapper generator reate a repetitive part of the form ([a ℄[b ℄[ ℄[b ℄)+ , an expression that annot be translated
into a working wrapper, as it would enter an in nite loop. Another problem
was that the result pages are divided in several se tions, ea h of whi h is
headed by the sour e from whi h the answers in the se tion were retrieved.
As this sour e is not onsistently mentioned with every answer, we annot
extra t it.
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Further Work

Although our wrapper generator works well, it an be extended and improved in several ways. We will now dis uss a number of those extensions
and improvements.
Improved user-interfa e. At present, the user has to label the attributes
by inserting spe ial tags in the HTML page with some text editor. It would
be better, and require less e ort from the user, if he or she ould label it in
a ni e graphi al interfa e, so that the HTML ode an be hidden.
No result pages. The page most sear h engines return when having found

no appropriate sear h results is very di erent from the ones returned when
they did nd relevant results. At the moment, the ode to re ognize them
has to be manually inserted in the parser ode. It is not diÆ ult to write
this ode, so it is easy to automate this as well.
Relax HTML separability. One of the assumptions underlying our wrap-

per generator is that all attributes an be separated by HTML tags. As we
noted before, not all HTML pages satisfy this requirement. By making our
abstra tion more ne-grained, we should be able to generate wrappers for
su h pages. Text should be divided in more tokens; for instan e, on some
pages a `{' is used to separate attributes, so this should be a separate abstra tion, and as a onsequen e, a separate token in the generated grammar.
If the user indi ates whi h textual separators to use before the wrapper will
be generated, those an be integrated quite easily in the algorithm.
On the other hand, the HTML separability auses the wrapper generator not to rely on spe i textual ontent on the pages. That makes this
approa h language independent, a good property of the wrapper generator.
Re ognizers. If a lot of sear h engines for a spe i domain (e.g. s ienti

publi ations) have to be onne ted to a meta sear her, it an be worthwhile
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to reate re ognizers (see for example [12℄), software modules able of nding
and labeling the attributes on the page. This might make it possible that
the user does not have to label anything at all.
More sample items. We have intentionally investigated the power of our

method with minimal user input, but onje ture that labeling more answer
items and sele ting them arefully improves performan e. Further resear h
is needed to verify this hypothesis.

8

Comparison to Other Approa hes

In [8℄, a simple approa h to semi-automati ally generating wrappers is presented that lies in between hand- oding the wrappers and reating them
fully automati ally. Wrappers in the TSIMMIS proje t [6℄ are made by
spe ifying them at a high level. Thus, their approa h is simpler than ours.
Kushmeri k et al. [12℄ present a template-based approa h for building
wrappers for HTML sour es. They use re ognizers to label the page automati ally, whi h relieves the user from doing it. That is very useful, as
their algorithm requires pages that are entirely labeled. The user only has
to sele t the re ognizers to be used to label the page.
In [3℄, Ashish and Knoblo k present quite a di erent approa h to generating wrappers. They fo us on building wrappers that make stati HTML
pages queriable. Their wrappers are onstru ted not with the help of any
labeling, but by stru turing the page. This stru turing is based on ertain
assumptions about how the nesting hierar hy within a page is re e ted in
the layout. A user does not need to do anything as long as those assumptions
are true for the page onsidered. If they are not true, the user has to orre t
the wrong stru turing performed by their algorithm. Their algorithm is not
well-suited for making wrappers for our domain (pages with sear h results),
be ause we think it is not possible to nd general heuristi s appli able to
multiple sear h engines.
Ashish and Knoblo k [3℄, Soderland [16℄ uses lay-out ues to onstru t
wrappers. Furthermore, Soderland's system uses a semanti lexi on whi h
makes the approa h very di erent from ours. Besides automati ally generated pages (like the sear h engines onne ted to Knowledge Brokers), his
domain onsists of less stru tured hand- rafted pages.
Muslea, Minton and Knoblo k [13℄ dis uss the automati generation of
hierar hi al wrappers. A drawba k of their approa h is that the user has to
label several entire pages, although it is an advantage to our approa h that
this an be done in a graphi al user interfa e. The hierar hi al wrappers do
not su er from the problem we mentioned with respe t to the Computer S ien e Bibliography at the University of Karlsruhe, that attributes belonging
to several di erent items annot be extra ted. The hierar hi al form of the
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wrappers makes it possible to de ompose the omputationally hard problem
of generating wrappers for entire result pages into smaller problems. While
our approa h is bottom-up, the approa h of Muslea, Minton and Knoblo k
is top-down; we start with the HTML ode and generalize it when nding
other items on the page, whereas they start with the attributes on the labeled page and try to nd the unique start and end tags of the attribute
within the parent.
The approa h of Hsu, Chang and Dung [9, 10℄ is similar to ours. Their
nite-state transdu ers, alled single-pass SoftMealy extra tors resemble the
grammars that we generate, although they abstra t pages in a more negrained way. In their approa h, textual ontent is further divided, in numeri
strings and pun tuation symbols, amongst others. This ner grained distin tion makes their approa h appli able to other text than HTML pages. Their
tuple transdu ers make it possible to represent disjun tions more straightforwardly than in our approa h. Experimental results show that their approa h, like ours, does not need many labeled items, albeit more labeled
items than ours. It seems that their approa h an handle di eren es in the
order of the attributes better than ours, but we have not fully tested this.
A further investigation of the di eren es between the two approa hes, and
the tradeo between user input and quality of the wrappers should make
this lear.

9

Con lusion

In this paper we have presented an approa h to automati ally generate wrappers. For this purpose, our method used grammar indu tion based on an
adapted form of edit distan e, a method to ompare strings. Our wrapper
generator is language independent, be ause it relies on the stru ture of the
HTML ode to build the wrappers.
Experimental results show that our approa h is a urate | 73% of the
wrappers generated is orre t; when small adjustments to the generated
wrappers are allowed, 82% of them works orre tly. Furthermore, our generator is qui k, as it takes less than 10 se onds to generate a wrapper for
most sour es.
The most important advantage of our approa h is that the user does not
have to do mu h labeling; it suÆ es to label only one item on the page for
whi h the wrapper has to be generated; the other items are found by the
wrapper generator itself. Comparing our algorithm to others, we on lude
that it reates good wrappers with little user intera tion. The approa h of
Hsu et al. [9, 10℄ seems to reate better wrappers, but at the pri e of more
extensive user input.
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